
                                               Recycled  ugly hangers  to a snow man. By Michelle Burton

This project can be fun  to get the kids involved . A young crocheter can do this easily. Or  if your 
young one  does not crochet  they can help with the eyes, nose , hat and scarf maybe they have some 
thing they want to  add to it ;) even a tree branch is handy here with some old mittens. How cute is 
that?

You will need : 
some good wire, or 3 hangers. (Not too bendy.) 
Some wire cutters or pliers / needle nose ( if no wire cutters, bend wire back and forth to  break it.)
A skein of white yarn any type will do,  but for this I will use worst weight.
A good hook, size of your choice.
Scissors 

 Stitches used :

single crochet ~ sc
chain ~ ch

Wire ~
Start  this project have your wire ready and cutters,  cut the top of the hanger off if your using hangers. 
So you can straiten  it out to one long piece. 
If  your using hangers do this to 3 hangers. If you don't have cutters untwist the hanger from top and  
use some pliers or your hand  to bend  the twisted ends off. They will be in the way of your project.
Now use your pliers to bend  the corner of one sides to a loop, the other put threw the loop and bend 
keep these loops small and  make sure the loops are tight against wire. So it can not slip out. 
Make all 3 rings  use a  large butter bowl,or 3 bowls that fit in each other,  to get a size for your wire  
ring ( unless you want it much smaller make them as big or small as you like.). If you make them small 
enough you could hang them on the tree;)

Line the 3  rings up small on top, large on bottom. 

Working  on the wire with the yarn~

 ( Depending on the size of ring your making the chain will change but nothing else.) 

 L~Large 2 or 3 foot tall ~ will chain 12 or more.
 M~Medium  9 to 12 inches tall~ will chain 7 or more.
 S~Small 6 inches or less tall~ will chain  5 to 7.

Start on top one or bottom one, and sc on to wire. Pull tight. 
Now you will chain at least 12 for a large  7 for a medium or 5 to 7 on a small, can be more or less 
depending on how fluffy you want it to look.

Sc, ch (12L,7M, 5S,) sc around your ring all the way around the first ring. Starting  next to the loops. 
Pushing your work together it will twisting  the loops on it's own. For a fluffy look push tight and add 
more. Don't worry about covering the loops yet as you add more yarn it will cover.



When you have worked around the first ring and at last sc, sc to the next ring work only one side and 
( push yarn try to make sure you have a even half empty to work later.), on your last sc of the half done  
ring (middle ring ), sc to  the 3rd and last ring. Work all the way around the head leaving a longer chain 
in middle of head  ( mark this chain you will hang your snow man this way. Sc to the  middle ring and 
finish it off ;) now your snow man body is done ;)

When all 3 rings are  worked on and done all you need now is a hat and eyes and nose. And scarf to 
finish  him off ;) 
you can crochet  the scarf and nose and hat to them.
or use felt and cut a nose 
use googly eyes glue them on
cut out a hat 
use a ribbon for a scarf 
a tree branch for arms
miss  matched mittens for hands
and old tie no one will miss for a scarf.  Or an old bow tie ?
Many many choices  to make what is your choice ?

I hope you like this snow man, ;) he was fun to make and fast a neat craft to  make your own. He will 
be happy  in any home he is not picky ;) 
 
 Thank you for your interest in this pattern  ~ Michelle ;)


